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72. Comments on the investigational method
2. Comments on the investigational method
Our	 analysis	 is	 divided	 into	 three	 major	 steps.	 First	 we	 estimate	 the	 effect	 of	 a	 transatlantic	







2.1 Sector trade effects












duties.	Non-tariff	 barriers	 are	 regulatory	measures	with	protectionist	 effects	 that	 disadvantage	
foreign	 suppliers	 compared	 to	 domestic	 ones.	 They	 can	 be	 politically	 induced	 or	 result	 from	
geographic	and	historical	circumstances.













82. Comments on the investigational method
they	can	be	used	to	draw	conclusions	about	changes	in	trade	costs	at	the	sector	level.	Moreover,	
because	 the	 average	 customs	 duties	 applied	 are	 known,	 the	 significance	 of	 non-tariff	 barriers	
(more	exactly:	the	expected	extent	of	their	reduction)	can	be	quantified.
Based	 on	 quantified	 trade	 potentials	 in	 the	manufacturing	 industries	 and	 effects	 that	 can	 be	
interpolated	from	them	for	the	service	sector,	we	show	where	the	largest	value	creation	effects	can	
be	expected	and	in	which	industries	employment	will	be	most	affected	by	a	TTIP.
2.2  Trade effects for occupational groups, education levels and 
states




The	 approach	 is	 as	 follows:	We	 know	 from	 the	 IAB	 dataset	 how	 various	 occupational	 groups	
are	 distributed	 among	 the	 individual	 segments	 of	 the	 economy,	 or	what	 share	 of	 employment	
is	held	within	specific	industrial	sectors	by	members	of	various	occupational	groups.	The	same	
applies	 to	 the	 different	 levels	 of	 education	 (university	 degrees,	 high	 school	 diplomas	 and/or	
vocational	training	or	less).	From	the	interaction	of	the	trade	shocks	identified	in	step	one	with	
the	employment	distributions	described,	we	can	convert	them	into	shocks	specific	to	occupational	




2.3 Effects on real wages and wage disparities 
In	 the	 final	 step,	 we	 use	 the	 shocks	 for	 occupational	 groups	 and	 education	 levels	 described	






6	 Felbermayr,	 Hauptmann	 and	 Schmerer	 (2013)	 discuss	 methodological	 aspects	 of	 the	 estimates	 of	 such	 equations	 and	 the	
classification	of	the	results	in	the	literature	on	trade	and	labor	market	theory.













3. Data and trends
3. Data and trends
3.1 Trade data
Our	 analysis	 is	 based	 on	 bilateral	 trade	 data	 at	 the	 industry	 level.	 We	 use	 the	 BACI	 dataset	
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 Source: Calculations by the ifo Institute based on the BACI dataset. 
Figure 1: Changes in trade in manufacturing   
Sector designation  GER-WOLRDGER-BRICSGER-USA GER-EU 
Manufacture of furniture, recycling
Manufacture of motor vehicles
Manufacture of ofﬁce machinery
Machinery and Equipment





Paper, publishing and printing
Wood and wood products
Leather and leather products
Textiles and wearing apparel
Food products and tobacco processing
Mining and quarrying
Agriculture and forestry, ﬁshing  5.4 1.0 5.4 4.8
 9.8 12.0 12.4 12.9
 7.3 5.2 6.3 7.1
 1.1 2.3 11.8 2.8
 2.7 0.1 11.9 4.7
 6.0 5.4 13.5 6.6
 6.6 3.4 12.5 6.7
 15.3 17.5 17.8 15.5
 9.6 8.2 12.8 9.5
 8.1 7.4 15.5 8.6
 4.4 5.4 14.6 5.4
 10.1 8.0 17.4 10.3
 8.0 5.1 16.1 8.7
 6.7 4.4 18.9 7.6
 8.4 6.4 18.6 8.6
 6.0 3.3 13.7 6.8
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3.4  Company Data 
The	 interconnection	of	 trade	effects	and	employment	 information	necessary	 for	our	analysis	 is	





on	 the	 level	of	a	company’s	 international	activity.	This	 linking	of	 company	and	personnel	data	
allows	us	to	estimate	the	effects	of	a	potential	trade	agreement	on	wages	and	the	income	risk	facing	
employees.	The	LIAB	data,	however,	are	a	stratified	sample	of	companies.	The	use	of	weighting	
factors	 enables	 us	 to	 make	 representative	 statements	 about	 the	 distribution	 of	 companies	 in	
Germany.
3.5  Wage data
To	 be	 able	 to	 make	 representative	 statements	 about	 the	 distribution	 of	 education	 levels	 and	





11	 Statitisches	 Bundesamt	 (https://www-gene-sis.destatis.de/genesis/online/data;jsessionid=83BF49DC2CDF812C2DE72CE895
6C3355.tomcat_GO_1_2?operation=abruftabelleAbrufen&selectionname=51000-0036&levelindex=1&levelid=1379954988568
&index=5)






15	 The	dataset	has	several	well-known	weaknesses.	The	most	 important	 is	 that	 the	 income	variable	 is	only	filled	 if	 the	person	
involved	has	an	income	from	employment	that	is	below	the	upper	limit	for	social	security	contributions.	For	those	employment	
relationships	where	this	does	not	apply,	there	are	algorithms	for	imputing	it	that	have	proven	themselves	in	the	literature.
3. Data and trends
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Source: Calculations by the ifo Institute on the basis of the SIAB dataset of the IAB Nürnberg.
Figure 2: Wage disparity in Germany
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Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute based on the SIAB dataset from IAB Nürnberg.
Figure 3: Residual wage disparity in Germany  
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4. How are the trade effects distributed across industries?
4.  How are the trade effects distributed across  
industries?
4.1 Trade creation and NTB quantification
We	are	now	ready	to	conduct	the	first	step	of	 the	research	approach	sketched	in	section	2.	We	
start	 by	quantifying	 the	expected	 trade	effects	 in	 the	16	manufacturing	 industries.	As	already	
mentioned	 in	Part	1	 of	 our	 study,	 the	 trade	 effect	 anticipated	 from	a	TTIP	 is	 the	 one	 that	 can	
actually	be	observed	 in	 the	data	 from	existing	 trade	agreements.	This	effect,	as	we	will	 see	 in	
greater	detail	below,	comes	not	from	the	elimination	of	customs	duties	but	mainly	from	lowering	






The	 third	 column	 in	 Table	 1	 shows	 the	 changes	 in	 bilateral	 trade	 expected	 from	 a	 possible	
transatlantic	 trade	and	 investment	partnership.	 It	 is	evident	 that	besides	 the	 food	and	 tobacco	
processing	industries,	the	metal	industry	would	profit	from	such	an	agreement.	There	we	expect	
trade	growth	of	more	than	50	percent.	A	similarly	strong	increase	in	the	trade	flow	of	just	under	
50	percent	 can	also	be	 seen	 for	 agriculture	and	 forest	products.	Also	evident	 is	 that	 for	 these	
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higher	duties	 for	 food	and	autos	 than	 the	USA;	 the	USA	charges	higher	duties	 than	 the	EU	 in	




Table 1: Sector trade effects of TTIP on EU-US trade, underlying decline in tariff and non-tariff barriers
NACE 
Rev.1.1
Sector designation Trade creation 
(in percent)*
Trade elasticities 
according to Broda 








from EU  
(in percent)**
NTB Importer 
USA from EU 
(in percent)**
NTB Importer 
USA from EU 
(in percent)**
A & B Agriculture and forestry, fishing and fish 
farming
47.40 1.33 2.62 3.89 33.02 31.75
C Mining and quarrying . 5.32 0.96 0.77 . .
DA Food products and tobacco processing 65.86 3.65 2.31 5.60 15.74 12.45
DB Textiles and wearing apparel –19.35 1.89 7.00 8.19 . .
DC Leather and leather products 17.35 0.96 7.10 3.91 10.97 14.16
DD Wood and wood products . 0.83 0.19 0.96 . .
DE Paper, publishing and printing 14.68 1.55 0.02 0.02 9.45 9.45
DF Coking, petroleum processing . 3.36 6.63 1.50 0.00 0.00
DG Chemical products 21.65 3.75 1.71 1.86 4.06 3.91
DH Rubber and Plastics 14.80 1.34 1.71 1.86 9.33 9.18
DI Non-metallic mineral products, ceramics . 1.30 2.56 3.11 . .
DJ Basic metals and fabricated metals 52.65 2.77 1.67 1.66 17.34 17.35
DK Machinery and Equipment 16.42 1.10 1.26 1.25 13.66 13.67
DL Manufacture of office machinery, data proces-
sing equipment and installations
39.93 2.74 0.58 0.35 13.99 14.22
DM Auto makers 16.88 2.27 1.19 4.67 6.25 2.77
DN Furniture, jewelry, musical instruments, sports 
equipment, recycling Recycling
26.36 0.55 0.84 0.96 47.10 46.98
* „.“ means that econometrically, no effect could be identified that was significantly different from zero. 
** Source of customs data: TRAINS Data from WITS. The customs are import-weighted average.
Source: Calculations by the ifo Institute on the basis of BACI data. 
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nor	 less	 successful.	 Let	 us	 again	 be	 clear:	 The	 values	 should	not	 be	 understood	 as	 levels,	 but	
as	 the	 likely	changes	 in	NTBs.	 In	 fact,	 the	NTB	potentials	calculated	can	be	regarded	as	 lower	
limits,	because	in	the	existing	trade	agreements,	there	is	typically	no	complete	use	of	the	tariff	
elimination	potential	made	by	the	trading	companies.20

































or	 the	sector	 that	provides	services	mainly	 to	companies.	Here	 it	 is	evident	 that	 the	 indirectly	
induced	effects	alone	add	up	to	a	share	of	0.5	percent	in	total	production	of	the	sector.
Table	2	thus	makes	 it	very	clear	 that	although	the	direct	 trade	effects	occur	exclusively	 in	the	






4. How are the trade effects distributed across industries?
Table 2: Quantification of direct and indirect production effects of a TTIP in Germany by sector
NACE 
Rev.1.1 




















effect / total 
production
A & B Agriculture and forestry, fishing 102 106 230 51,950 0.004
C Mining and quarrying 0 0 33 13,710 0.002
DA Food products and tobacco processing 609 680 745 154,120 0.005
DB Textiles and wearing apparel –61 –61 –55 23,730 –0.002
DC Leather and leather products 47 47 47 3,480 0.014
DD Wood and wood products (without furniture production) 0 0 75 25,540 0.003
DE Paper, publishing and printing 416 474 633 88,900 0.007
DF Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel 0 0 150 61,050 0.002
DG Chemical products 2,863 2,937 3,040 156,970 0.019
DH Rubber and Plastics 185 194 423 65,690 0.006
DI Non-metallic mineral products, ceramics 0 0 122 41,090 0.003
DJ Basic metals and fabricated metals 3,474 4,068 4,887 230,160 0.021
DK Machinery and Equipment 2,158 2,401 2,677 224,800 0.012
DL Manufacture of office machinery, data processing equipment and installa-
tions, manufacture of electrical and optical equipment
4,506 4,883 5,154 209,390 0.025
DM Manufacture of motor vehicles 3,538 4,210 4,337 350,720 0.012
DN Manufacture of furniture, jewelry, musical instruments, furniture, sports 
equipment, toys and other instruments Recycling
288 302 369 39,160 0.009
G-50 Retail trade (not including motor vehicles or service stations); Repairs of 
personal and household goods
0 0 182 54,360 0.003
G-51 Wholesale trade and commission trade (not including motor vehicles) 0 0 742 170,260 0.004
G-52 Sale; Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and personal and 
household goods
0 0 659 146,230 0.005
H Hotels and restaurants 0 0 13 66,500 0.000
I-60 Land transport services; Pipeline transport services 0 0 312 69,350 0.004
I-61 Water transport 0 0 23 25,080 0.001
I-62 Air transport 0 0 71 27,370 0.003
I-63 Other supporting and auxiliary transport activities; Activities of Travel 
Agencies
0 0 354 96,580 0.004
I-64 Post and telecommunications 0 0 186 81,100 0.002
J Financial intermediation 0 0 468 219,710 0.002
K-70 Real estate activities 0 0 573 328,350 0.002
K-71-
74
Renting of machinery and equipment without operator, data processing, 
research and development, provision of services predominantly for 
enterprises
0 0 2321 442,530 0.005
L Public administration, defense, compulsory social security 0 0 94 182,560 0.001
M Education 0 0 74 122,380 0.001
N Health and social work 0 0 7 221,320 0.000
O Other community, social and personal services 0 0 355 167,180 0.002
P Households as employers 0 0 0 7,070 0.000
Source: Calculations by ifo Institute based on WIOD 2007.
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4. How are the trade effects distributed across industries?
Table 3: Value creation and employment effects in Germany by sector 
NACE 
Rev.1.1 
Sector designation Direct value 
creation effect 
















Total worker  
effect/all  
workers 2007
A & B Agriculture and forestry, fishing 43 93 0.004 911 1,967 0.002
C Mining and quarrying 0 12 0.002 0 197 0.002
DA Food products and tobacco processing 166 182 0.005 3,785 4,145 0.004
DB Textiles and wearing apparel –20 –17 –0.002 –393 –352 –0.002
DC Leather and leather products 13 13 0.014 297 300 0.013
DD Wood and wood products (without furniture production) 0 22 0.003 0 402 0.003
DE Paper, publishing and printing 175 234 0.007 3,039 4,060 0.007
DF Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and 
nuclear fuel
0 11 0.002 0 49 0.002
DG Chemical products 986 1,021 0.019 8,494 8,794 0.019
DH Rubber and Plastics 69 150 0.006 1,163 2,540 0.006
DI Non-metallic mineral products, ceramics 0 46 0.003 0 692 0.003
DJ Basic metals and fabricated metals 1,297 1,558 0.021 18,790 22,570 0.020
DK Machinery and Equipment 882 983 0.012 11,597 12,932 0.012
DL Manufacture of office machinery, data processing 
equipment and installations, manufacture of electrical and 
optical equipment
1,817 1,917 0.025 23,204 24,490 0.024
DM Manufacture of motor vehicles 1,065 1,097 0.012 11,786 12,143 0.012
DN Manufacture of furniture, jewelry, musical instruments, 
furniture, sports equipment, toys and other instruments, 
recycling
102 125 0.009 1,998 2,439 0.008
G-50 Retail trade (not including motor vehicles or service 
stations); repairs of personal and household goods
0 121 0.003 0 2,776 0.003
G-51 Wholesale trade and commission trade (not including 
motor vehicles)
0 433 0.004 0 6,207 0.004
G-52 Sale; Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and 
personal and household goods
0 370 0.005 0 13,163 0.004
H Hotels and restaurants 0 7 0.000 0 282 0.000
I-60 Land transport services; Pipeline transport services 0 145 0.004 0 3,932 0.004
I-61 Water transport 0 6 0.001 0 20 0.001
I-62 Air transport 0 19 0.003 0 165 0.003
I-63 Other supporting and auxiliary transport activities; 
Activities of Travel Agencies
0 142 0.004 0 2,129 0.003
I-64 Post and telecommunications 0 89 0.002 0 1,168 0.002
J Financial intermediation 0 184 0.002 0 2,248 0.002
K-70 Real estate activities 0 458 0.002 0 679 0.001
K-71-
74
Renting of machinery and equipment without operator, 
data processing, research and development, provision of 
services predominantly for enterprises
0 1,517 0.005 0 23,022 0.004
L Public administration, defense, compulsory social security 0 64 0.001 0 1,363 0.001
M Education 0 57 0.001 0 1,335 0.001
N Health and social work 0 5 0.000 0 122 0.000
O Other community, social and personal services 0 214 0.002 0 3,575 0.002
P Households as employers 0 0 0.000 0 0 0.000
Source: Calculations by the ifo Institute based on WIOD 2007,
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5.  Impact of education and occupational groups and 
impact of regions
Now	that	we	have	quantified	 the	projected	trade	affects	and	their	 indirect	effects,	we	can	turn	
to	 analysis	 step	 2	 and	 transform	 the	 trade	 shocks	 into	 shocks	 for	 the	 various	 education	 and	
occupational	groups	and	regional	shocks.
5.1  Descriptive analysis of the education groups
Within	 the	 framework	 of	 our	 analysis	 we	 distinguish	 three	 groups	 with	 different	 education	
levels:	first,	relatively	unskilled	workers,	i.	e.,	those	who	have	no	vocational	training	and	nothing	

















5. Impact of education and occupational groups and impact of regions
Table 4: Distribution of education groups across manufacturing sectors 
NACE 
Rev.1.1








A & B Agriculture and forestry, fishing 19.43 75.52 5.05 47.40
C Bergbau und Gewinnung von Steinen 15.81 76.18 8.01 .
DA Food products and tobacco processing 18.96 76.98 4.06 65.86
DB Textiles and wearing apparel 16.75 75.91 7.34 –19.35
DC Leather and leather products 20.14 73.51 6.34 17.35
DD Wood and wood products 16.75 75.91 7.34 .
DE Paper, publishing and printing 20.14 73.51 6.34 14.68
DF Coking, petroleum processing 16.11 78.68 5.21 .
DG Chemical products 18.94 70.36 10.70 21.65
DH Rubber and plastics 17.87 74.08 8.05 14.80
DI Glass, ceramics 13.88 78.10 8.02 .
DJ Metal production and processing 16.95 76.10 6.95 52.65
DK Machinery and equipment 11.37 74.92 13.71 16.42
DL Manufacture of office machinery 10.90 69.06 20.04 39.93
DM Manufacture of motor vehicles 10.00 74.13 15.87 16.88
DN Manufacture of furniture, recycling 13.88 78.51 7.61 26.36
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute based on the IAB SIAB dataset.
Table 5: Significance of specific sectors for unskilled workers 
Ranking Sector designation Relative significance for unskilled workers (in %)
1 Metal production and processing 17.08
2 Food products and tobacco processing 15.26
3 Machinery and equipment 10.36
4 Paper, publishing and printing 9.98
5 Manufacture of office machinery 9.47
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute based on the IAB SIAB dataset.
Table 6: Significance of specific sectors for moderately skilled workers 
Ranking Sector designation Relative significance for moderately skilled workers (in %)
1 Metal production and processing 15.05
2 Machinery and equipment 13.40
3 Food products and tobacco processing 12.16
4 Manufacture of office machinery 11.77
5 Manufacture of motor vehicles 9.30
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute based on the IAB SIAB dataset.
Table 7: Significance of specific sectors for highly skilled workers
Ranking Sector designation Relative significance for highly skilled workers (in %)
1 Manufacture of office machinery 22.75
2 Machinery and equipment 16.32
3 Manufacture of motor vehicles 13.25
4 Metal production and processing 9.16
5 Chemical products 8.04
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute based on the IAB SIAB dataset.
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Figure	4	shows	in	each	case	the	correlation	between	the	induced	trade	effects	and	the	sector	share	
of	the	individual	education	groups.	It	illustrates	that	for	all	education	groups,	there	is	a	positive	





Quelle: Berechnungen des ifo Institutes auf Basis des SIAB Datensatzes des IAB Nürnberg.




























































































Figure 4: Correlation of trade creation in speciﬁc sectors 
LFF = Agriculture and forestry, ﬁshing
LED = Leather and leather products
CHEM = Chemicals
MB = Machinery and equipment
BERG = Mining and quarrying
HOLZ = Wood and wood products
KFZ = Motor vehicles
TEX = Textiles and wearing apparel
OEL = Coking, petroleum processing
MTL = Metal production and processing
RCY = Furniture production, recycling
GUM = Rubber
BURO = Ofﬁce machinery
NAHR = Food products and tobacco processing
PVD = Paper, publishing and printing
GLAS = Glass, ceramics
Sector share Sector share Sector share 
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5.2  Impact of education groups
The	trade	shock	from	analysis	step	1	we	now	transform	into	impact	measurements.	While	in	the	
























= Δ∑ 	  ,
in	which	 j∆ 	represents	the	trade	creation	effect	in	sector	j	calculated	in	analysis	step	1.
Table	 8	 shows	 the	 susceptibility	 index	 for	 the	 three	 education	 groups.	 This	 confirms	 again	
the	 impression	 that	 the	 correlation	 analysis	has	 already	provided:	Unskilled	workers	 are	most	
significantly	 affected	 by	 the	 direct	 trade	 shock	 in	 the	 manufacturing	 sectors.	 Then	 come	 the	
moderately	skilled	workers	and	least	affected	are	the	highly	skilled	workers.














Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute based on the IAB SIAB dataset.
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paper	 makers	 and	 construction	 materials	 suppliers	 and	 occupations	 in	 the	 clothing	 industry.	




5.5 Descriptive analysis of the regions 








Table 9: The most important occupational groups in certain sectors 
Food products and tobacco 
processing
Metal production and 
processing
Agriculture and forestry, 
fishing
Manufacture of office  
machinery
Manufacture of furniture, 
recycling










Producers of bakery and pastry 
products (11 %)
Assembly workers and metal-
workers (12 %)




Office personnel and assistants 
(14 %)
Meat and fish processors  
(9 %)
Office personnel and  
assistants (11 %)
Office personnel and assistants 
(5 %)




Other food occupations  
(6 %)






Warehouse, transport workers 
(5 %)








Wood workers, makers of 
wood products (4 %)
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute based on the IAB SIAB dataset.
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Table 10: The most important industrial sectors by state
State
Baden-Württemberg
43.7 % Automotive manufacturing
22.8 % Machinery
15.1 % Office machinery manufacturing
Bavaria
45.4 % Automotive manufacturing
19.0 % Office machinery manufacturing
15.9 % Machinery
Berlin
31.1 % Automotive manufacturing




32.1 % Automotive manufacturing
5.0 % Office machinery manufacturing
Bremen
78.1 % Automotive manufacturing
10.3 % Food and tobacco processing
4.3 % Metal production and processing
Hamburg
53.3 % Automotive manufacturing








16. 5% Office machinery manufacturing
13.5 % Metal production and processing
Lower Saxony










6.2 % Metal production and processing
Saarland
47.5 % Automotive manufacturing
24.2 % Machinery
16.4 % Metal production and processing
Saxony
60.1 % Automotive manufacturing
14.7% Machinery
9.9 % Office machinery manufacturing
Saxony-Anhalt
40.9% Chemicals





13.3 % Office machinery manufacturing
Thuringia
36.4 % Office machinery manufacturing
26.3 % Machinery
10.4 % Automotive manufacturing
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute for Economic Research based on data from the German Federal Statistical Office
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Table 11: Expected export increases by state
State
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 29 %















Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute on the basis of the LIAB dataset of the IAB.
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5.7 Value creation and employment effects in the regions











auto	manufacturing.	And	 finally,	 Bavaria	 and	Baden-Württemberg	 alone	 account	 for	 almost	 20	
percent	of	Germany’s	exports	to	the	USA.
Table 12: Regional impact on the manufacturing industry
State Total employment growth Total value creation effect  
(in millions of Euros)
North Rhine-Westphalia 21,080 1,433
Baden-Württemberg 20,163 1,566
Bavaria 19,471 1,597













Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute on the basis of the LIAB dataset of the IAB.
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Table 13: Employment effects by state based on education level
State Employment 
growth for  
relatively  
unskilled workers
















growth for highly 
qualified workers






Baden-Württemberg 2,708 13.4 % 14,761 73.2 % 2,694 13.4 % 20,163
Bavaria 2,632 13.5 % 14,199 72.9 % 2,640 13.6 % 19,471
Berlin 243 14.1 % 1,234 71.6 % 246 14.3 % 1,722
Brandenburg 219 15.0 % 1,073 73.9 % 160 11.0 % 1,452
Bremen 67 12.2 % 408 74.0 % 76 13.8 % 551
Hamburg 153 12.8 % 871 72.7 % 174 14.5 % 1,198
Hesse 984 14.5 % 4,943 72.7 % 869 12.8 % 6,796
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 104 14.2 % 542 73.7 % 89 12.1 % 735
Lower Saxony 1,087 14.2 % 5,635 73.7 % 925 12.1 % 7,647
North Rhine-Westphalia 3,159 15.0 % 15,567 73.8 % 2,354 11.2 % 21,080
Rhineland-Palatinate 709 15.8 % 3,305 73.4 % 486 10.8 % 4,500
Saarland 212 14.5 % 1,095 75.0 % 153 10.5 % 1,460
Saxony 570 14.2 % 2,951 73.5 % 493 12.3 % 4,014
Saxony-Anhalt 310 15.6 % 1,465 73.8 % 211 10.6 % 1,986
Schleswig-Holstein 309 14.6 % 1,548 73.2 % 258 12.2 % 2,116
Thuringia 362 14.6 % 1,813 73.2 % 301 12.2 % 2,477
[ Manufacturing industry [ 16.6 % [ 75.1 % [ 8.8 %
Total 13,827 14.2 % 71,411 73.3 % 12,129 12.5 % 97,368
Quelle: Berechnungen des ifo Institutes auf Basis der Daten des statistischen Bundesamtes.
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than	 for	 the	 other	 two	 groups	 (see	 Table	 13).	 At	 12.5	 percent,	 the	 growth	 here	 lies	 almost	 4	
percentage	 points	 higher	 than	 the	 current	 sectoral	 average	 of	 8.8	 percent	 for	 highly	 qualified	









6. Effects of a TTIP on income and the income risk 
6. Effects of a TTIP on income and the income risk
We	are	now	turning	to	our	third	analysis	step	and	use	the	calculated	shock	measurement	to	project	
changes	in	real	income	and	in	the	income	risk	that	we	would	expect	as	the	result	of	a	TTIP.




socio-economic	 variables	 (age,	 gender,	 nationality),	 and	 a	 series	 of	 indicator	 variables	 (region,	
industry).	 In	 this	way,	 information	 is	 obtained	 on	 the	 role	 of	 education	 in	 the	wages	 paid,	 for	
example.
For	our	analysis,	we	expand	the	classic	model	by	including	characteristics	of	the	employer.	What	
interests	us	 in	particular	 is	 to	what	extent	 the	establishment	where	 the	worker	 is	employed	 is	
affected	by	international	trade	(exports	and	imports).
Concretely,	we	estimate	the	following	Mincer	regressions	on	individual	wage	data	for	2010::
(3)	ln i i s iw Xβ γ ε= + Ω + 	,
where	ln iw 	represents	the	logarithm	of	real	wages,	 iX 	is	a	vector	of	variables	controlling	for	the	















6. Effects of a TTIP on income and the income risk 
We	conducted	separate	regressions	for	each	group	and	thereby	obtained	group-specific	γ 	  	values.	
They	offer	insight	into	how	strongly	openness	influences	the	real	wages	in	the	specific	sample.











in	 the	 food	 products	 sector	 rises	 by	 66	%	 *	 7	%,	with	 7	%	 representing	 the	 ratio	 of	 Germany’s	
exports	to	the	USA	relative	to	Germany’s	total	exports.28	We	thereby	obtain	a	forecast	of	real	wage	
change	 'γˆ 	  ,	which	should	result	from	a	TTIP	on	average	for	the	individual	groups.	Table	15	shows	
the	forecast	of	real	wage	change	for	individual	education	groups.
28	 We	are	assuming	this	7	%	value	for	2010	as	an	average	value	for	all	sectors.
Table 14: Regression results for education groups
Variables Unskilled Moderately skilled Highly skilled
Individual characteristics yes yes yes
Openness 0,004*** 0,003*** 0,003***
Number of observations 358.768 1.739.263 310.905
R² 0,4964 0,2943 0,3377
*** indicates statistical significance at 1%.
Source: Calculations by the ifo Institute based on the IAB LIAB dataset. 
Table 15: Forecasts of real wages
Unskilled Moderately skilled Highly skilled
TTIP effect on real wages 0.0094 0.0065 0.0056
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute on the basis of the IAB LIAB dataset.
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6. Effects of a TTIP on income and the income risk
Different	 aspects	 should	 be	 noted	 here.	 First,	 it	 is	 evident	 that	 all	 three	 values	 are	 positive.	
That	means	that	in	case	of	a	TTIP,	we	expect	real	wage	increases	in	all	three	education	groups.	



















The	 procedure	 takes	 place	 in	 three	 steps.	 First,	 we	 conduct	 Mincer	 wage	 regressions	 and	
extract	the	residuals	from	them.	The	standard	deviation	of	these	residuals	provides	our	analysis	




























Here	 it	 turns	out	 that	 the	occupations	more	 frequently	 found	 in	sectors	 that	are	distinguished	



























•	 	The	 transatlantic	 agreement	 also	 has	 affects	 in	 those	 industrial	 sectors	 and	 on	 those	
workers	 that	 are	 not	 directly	 affected	 by	more	 trade.	 The	 reason	 for	 that	 are	 input-output
interconnections.
•	 	Realwageincreasesforalleducationgroups	(unskilled,	moderately	skilled	and	highly	skilled)	












A.1  Gravitation models, estimation methods and results
The	economic	gravitation	equation	in	its	simplest	 form	states	that	the	trade	flows	between	two	








where	 ijx 	  	 stands	 for	 the	 trade	 flows	 and	 WBIP 	 for	 world	 income,	 and	 iBIP 	  	 and	 jBIP 	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(A4)	 ( )'ln ln lnij ij ij i j ijx Z PHAβ δ α γ ε= + + + + ,
where	
'(1, ,...)ijZ DIST= 	is	a	vector	that	contains	a	constant	as	well	as	all	variables	that	make	
trade	easier	or	more	difficult	except	for	 ijPHA 	  .	β 	  	is	a	vector	of	coefficients	and	
1
i i iBIP
σα −= Π 	  	
and	
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sector	a	coefficient	 sδ 	  	that	indicates	to	us	the	average	trade-creating	effect	of	a	deep	agreement	
for	 that	 particular	 sector.	 Gravitation	 models	 can	 be	 estimated	 consistently	 with	 the	 help	 of	










Instead	 of	 country/time-specific	 fixed	 effects	 that	 include	 the	multilateral	 resistance	 terms	 in	











Table 1 i: Estimation results 
NACE 
Rev.1.1
Sector designation Specification A Specification B Derived trade creation
A & B Agriculture and forestry, fishing 0,728*** 0,388*** 0,388***
C Mining and quarrying –0,0249 0,0774 0,0774
DA Food products and tobacco processing 0,714*** 0,506*** 0,506***
DB Textiles and wearing apparel –0,0106 –0,215** –0,215**
DC Leather and leather products 0,160* –0,140 0,160*
DD Wood and wood products 0,0448 –0,0675 –0,0675
DE Paper, publishing and printing 0,221*** 0,137* 0,137*
DF Coking, petroleum processing 0,00668 0,133 0,133
DG Chemical products 0,300*** 0,196** 0,196**
DH Rubber and Plastics 0,138** 0,105 0,138**
DI Glass, ceramics 0,0337 0,0300 0,0300
DJ Metal production and processing 0,423*** 0,0325 0,423***
DK Machinery and Equipment 0,0971 0,152** 0,152**
DL Manufacture of office machinery 0,0734 0,336*** 0,336***
DM Manufacture of motor vehicles 0,159* 0,156* 0,156*
DN Manufacture of furniture, recycling –0,00709 0,234** 0,234**
*, **, *** refer to significance at the 1.5 or 10 percent level. Shortened representation: Since we estimate each sector 
separately, we will not provide references to additional information here.
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute.
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Table 9 i: Degree of impact experienced by the occupational groups 
Occupational group designation Impact measurement
Farmers 0.43
Livestock breeders, fishing occupations 0.43
Administrators, farming and livestock consultants 0.39
Agricultural workers, animal keepers 0.47
Horticulturalists 0.47
Forestry, hunting occupations 0.46
Miners .
Mineral, petroleum, natural gas extractors .
Mineral processors .
Stone workers 0.01





Paper makers, processors 0.14
Printers 0.15
Wood processors, wood product producers and related occupations 0.08
Metal processors, rollers 0.48
Form makers, casters 0.45
Metal formers (die casters) 0.39
Metal formers (under tension) 0.31
Metal surface processors, enhancers, coaters 0.42
Metal connectors 0.34
Blacksmiths 0.42




Precision metal worker and associated occupations 0.37
Electrician 0.28





Leather producers, leather and pelt processors 0.18
Producers of baked goods and pastries 0.65
Meat and fish processors 0.65
Meal preparers 0.55
Food and drink producers 0.62
Other food occupations 0.65
Masons, concrete installers 0.16
Carpenter, roofer, scaffolder 0.13




Table 9 i: Degree of impact experienced by the occupational groups
Occupational group designation Impact measurement
Construction materials supplier 0.14
Interior designer, upholsterer 0.20
Cabinetmaker, model building 0.18
Painters, varnishers related occupations 0.26
Goods testers, dispatching packers 0.34
Laborers without more detailed designation 0.31
Machinists and related occupations 0.26
Engineers 0.26
Chemists, physicists, mathematicians 0.22
Technicians 0.26
Technical support personnel 0.27
Sales personnel 0.50
Bank, insurance sales personnel 0.05
Other service sales personnel and related occupations 0.22
Land transport occupations 0.37
Water and air transport occupations 0.21
Telecommunications occupations 0.21
Warehouse managers, warehouse, transport workers 0.23
Entrepreneurs, organizers, auditors 0.26
Elected officials, administrative decision-makers 0.25
Accountants, IT specialists 0.28
Office staff, clerical workers 0.26
Service, security occupations 0.30
Security personnel 0.07
Journalists, interpreters, librarians 0.15
Artists and associated occupations 0.21
Doctors, pharmacists 0.18
Other health service providers 0.18
Social work professions 0.24
Teachers 0.16
Intellectual and scientific occupations not mentioned elsewhere 0.22
Personal care 0.30
Hospitality service providers 0.51
Domestic services providers 0.33
Cleaning occupations 0.36
Workers with unidentified occupations 0.27
Workers without more detailed designation 0.29
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute based on the IAB LIAB dataset.
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Tabelle 10 i: The most important states by industrial sector
Sector designation State
































































Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute.
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Table 14 i: Regression results, occupational groups, TTIP effect
Occupational group designation Openness TTIP effect
Farmers 0.005 0.0000
Livestock breeders, fishing occupations –0.016** –0.0479
Administrators, farming and livestock consultants 0.005* 0.0136
Agricultural workers, animal keepers 0.015*** 0.0495
Horticulturalists 0.002 0.0000
Forestry, hunting occupations 0.005 0.0000
Miners 0.001 .
Mineral, petroleum, natural gas extractors –0.007*** .
Mineral processors 0.001* .
Stone workers 0.003* 0.0002
Construction materials producer 0.003*** .
Ceramicists 0.001* 0.0001
Glass makers –0.002 0.0000
Chemical workers 0.002** 0.0030
Plastic processors 0.001** 0.0013
Paper makers, processors 0.001 0.0000
Printers 0.000 0.0000
Wood processors, wood product producers and related occupations 0.002 0.0000
Metal processors, rollers 0.002*** 0.0068
Form makers, casters 0.001 0.0000
Metal formers (die casters) 0.001 0.0000
Metal formers (under tension) 0.003*** 0.0065
Metal surface processors, enhancers, coaters 0.002** 0.0059
Metal connectors 0.002*** 0.0048
Blacksmiths 0.002 0.0000
Sheet metal worker, fitters 0.003*** 0.0050
Metal workers 0.003*** 0.0065
Mechanics 0.002*** 0.0038
Tool makers 0.002*** 0.0043
Precision metal worker and associated occupations 0.004*** 0.0104
Electrician 0.002*** 0.0040
Installer and metal working occupations not named elsewhere 0.002*** 0.0046
Spinning occupations 0.001 0.0000
Textile producers 0.002 0.0000
Textile processors 0.001 0.0000
Textile finishers 0.003*** –0.0035
Leather producers, leather and pelt processors 0.001 0.0000
Producers of baked goods and pastries 0.003 0.0000
Meat and fish processors –0.000 0.0000
Meal preparers 0.004*** 0.0155
Food and drink producers 0.002 0.0000
Other food occupations 0.000 0.0000
Masons, concrete installers 0.002** 0.0023
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Table 14 i: Regression results, occupational groups, TTIP effect
Occupational group designation Openness TTIP effect
Carpenters, roofers, scaffolders 0.001 0.0000
Road and foundation workers 0.006** 0.0120
Construction laborer 0.002 0.0000
Construction materials supplier 0.003** 0.0029
Interior designer, upholsterer –0.003 0.0000
Cabinetmaker, model building 0.004*** 0.0050
Painters, varnishers related occupations 0.004*** 0.0072
Goods testers, dispatching packers 0.005*** 0.0117
Laborers without more detailed designation 0.007*** 0.0154
Machinists and related occupations 0.002*** 0.0036
Engineers 0.002*** 0.0037
Chemists, physicists, mathematicians 0.001** 0.0015
Technicians 0.002*** 0.0036
Technical support personnel 0.002*** 0.0038
Sales personnel 0.009*** 0.0317
Bank services, insurance sales personnel 0.003* 0.0011
Other service sales personnel and related occupations 0.004*** 0.0061
Land transport occupations 0.001 0.0000
Water and air transport occupations 0.004** 0.0060
Telecommunications occupations 0.003*** 0.0045
Warehouse managers, warehouse, transport workers 0.004*** 0.0066
Entrepreneurs, organizers, auditors 0.001 0.0000
Elected officials, administrative decision-makers 0.003*** 0.0052
Accountants, IT specialists 0.004*** 0.0080
Office staff, clerical workers 0.003*** 0.0055
Service, security occupations 0.004*** 0.0084
Security personnel 0.001 0.0000
Journalists, interpreters, librarians –0.001** –0.0010
Artists and associated occupations 0.005*** 0.0074
Doctors, pharmacists 0.005*** 0.0063
Other health service providers 0.003* 0.0039
Social work professions 0.009*** 0.0152
Teachers 0.006*** 0.0066
Intellectual and scientific occupations not mentioned elsewhere 0.004*** 0.0063
Personal care 0.020* 0.0424
Hospitality service providers 0.002* 0.0071
Domestic services providers 0.001 0.0000
Cleaning occupations 0.004*** 0.0100
*, **, *** indicates significance level at 1.5 and 10 percent level.
Source: Calculations of the ifo Institute based on the IAB LIAB dataset.
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Table 16 i: Effect on income risk by occupation 
Occupational group designation Impact measurement TTIP effect on income risk
Farmers 0.43 –0.0038
Livestock breeders, fishing occupations 0.43 –0.0038
Administrators, farming and livestock consultants 0.39 –0.0034
Agricultural workers, animal keepers 0.47 –0.0042
Horticulturalists 0.47 –0.0041
Forestry, hunting occupations 0.46 –0.0041
Miners . .
Mineral, petroleum, natural gas extractors . .
Mineral processors . .
Stone workers 0.01 –0.0001
Construction materials producer . .
Ceramicists 0.02 –0.0002
Glass makers 0.07 –0.0006
Chemical workers 0.21 –0.0019
Plastic processors 0.18 –0.0016
Paper makers, processors 0.14 –0.0013
Printers 0.15 –0.0013
Wood processors, wood product producers and related occupations 0.08 –0.0007
Metal processors, rollers 0.48 –0.0043
Form makers, casters 0.45 –0.0039
Metal formers (die casters) 0.39 –0.0034
Metal formers (under tension) 0.31 –0.0027
Metal surface processors, enhancers, coaters 0.42 –0.0037
Metal connectors 0.34 –0.0030
Blacksmiths 0.42 –0.0037
Sheet metal worker, fitters 0.24 –0.0021
Metal workers 0.31 –0.0027
Mechanics 0.27 –0.0024
Tool makers 0.30 –0.0027
Precision metal worker and associated occupations 0.37 –0.0033
Electrician 0.28 –0.0025
Installer and metal working occupations not named elsewhere 0.33 –0.0029
Spinning occupations –0.12 0.0011
Textile producers –0.10 0.0009
Textile processors –0.10 0.0009
Textile finishers –0.17 0.0015
Leather producers, leather and pelt processors 0.18 –0.0016
Producers of baked goods and pastries 0.65 –0.0058
Meat and fish processors 0.65 –0.0058
Meal preparers 0.55 –0.0049
Food and drink producers 0.62 –0.0055
Other food occupations 0.65 –0.0057
Masons, concrete installers 0.16 –0.0014
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Table 16 i: Effect on income risk by occupation
Occupational group designation Impact measurement TTIP effect on income risk
Carpenters, roofers, scaffolders 0.13 –0.0011
Road and foundation workers 0.29 –0.0025
Construction laborer 0.32 –0.0029
Construction materials supplier 0.14 –0.0012
Interior designer, upholsterer 0.20 –0.0018
Cabinetmaker, model building 0.18 –0.0016
Painters, varnishers, related occupations 0.26 –0.0023
Goods testers, dispatching packers 0.34 –0.0030
Laborers without more detailed designation 0.31 –0.0028
Machinists and related occupations 0.26 –0.0023
Engineers 0.26 –0.0023
Chemists, physicists, mathematicians 0.22 –0.0019
Technicians 0.26 –0.0023
Technical support personnel 0.27 –0.0024
Sales personnel 0.50 –0.0044
Bank, insurance sales personnel 0.05 –0.0005
Other service sales personnel and related occupations 0.22 –0.0019
Land transport occupations 0.37 –0.0032
Water and air transport occupations 0.21 –0.0019
Telecommunications occupations 0.21 –0.0019
Warehouse managers, warehouse, transport workers 0.23 –0.0021
Entrepreneurs, organizers, auditors 0.26 –0.0023
Elected officials, administrative decision-makers 0.25 –0.0022
Accountants, IT specialists 0.28 –0.0025
Office staff, clerical workers 0.26 –0.0023
Service, security occupations 0.30 –0.0027
Security personnel 0.07 –0.0006
Journalists, interpreters, librarians 0.15 –0.0013
Artists and associated occupations 0.21 –0.0019
Doctors, pharmacists 0.18 –0.0016
Other health service providers 0.18 –0.0016
Social work professions 0.24 –0.0021
Teachers 0.16 –0.0014
Intellectual and scientific occupations not mentioned elsewhere 0.22 –0.0020
Personal care 0.30 –0.0027
Hospitality service providers 0.51 –0.0045
Domestic services providers 0.33 –0.0029
Cleaning occupations 0.36 –0.0031
Workers with unidentified occupations 0.27 –0.0024
Workers without more detailed designation 0.29 –0.0026
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About the Project “Global Economic Dynamics” (GED)
The	 Bertelsmann	 Stiftung	 established	 the	 project	 “Global	 Economic	 Dynamics”	 (GED)	 to	 shed	
more	light	on	the	growing	complexity	of	international	economic	relationships.	By	using	state-of-
the-art	 tools	and	methods	for	measuring,	 forecasting	and	displaying	the	dynamics	of	 the	world	
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